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Did you know...
When using Metro data, the actual surveys used within a report can be different (in certain markets) than the primary
survey you selected. For example, users may select a primary survey (like Oct22) that does not include all Metro
markets, or users may be running reports mid-release before all markets are available.
Affiliate System has a “Mix” button (located next to the Primary Book selection on the Survey/Markets tab) that shows
you:
• A summary of the actual surveys that will be used for each survey type (PPM, CDM, Quarterly diary)
• How many markets there are for each survey type
• Whether or not markets will all use the same survey or if they will be “split” across multiple surveys (the “Mix”
button will be colored red to alert you if any survey types are split across different surveys)
In the example to the right, the user has selected
Oct22 as the primary book, and is running this
report in the middle of the Oct22 CDM release.
As Oct22 only has 48 PPM and 45 CDM Metro
markets, the remaining 160 diary markets will use
the most recent previous survey (Spr22 in this
case), which can be seen in this summary.
Additionally, because the user does not have all 45
Oct22 CDM markets installed yet, the summary
notes that 5 CDM markets will use Oct22 data while
the remaining 40 CDM markets will use the most
recent previous survey data (Sep22 in this case).
The Mix button is colored red to alert the user to
this fact.

For more details, see the online guide or recent updates at http://www.act1systems.com/planner.
You can contact ACT 1 Systems at (818) 347-6400 (x10 for Rob, x16 for David) for unlimited free phone or screen-sharing training during our
regular business hours from 8:00am–5:00pm Pacific Time. Call us as often as you need to get answers to your questions, no matter how
complex or trivial. You can also send an e-mail to Rob (rfite@act1systems.com) or David (ddavidson@act1systems.com) any time.

